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Missing Hibiki



Arriving in the last world, the World of Hibiki, Tsukasa and company begin the search for Kamen Rider Hibiki when they are ambushed by the Makamou Kappa. An Oni in training named Asumu battles the monster until Decade uses Kabuto's powers to destroy it. On learning he is Hibiki's pupil, Tsukasa has Asumu bring him to his mentor. Upon seeing Tsukasa, Hibiki, who is shirking off from his duties as an Oni, believes him to be the legendary Ongekidō Grand Master. Meanwhile, Zanki slays a band of Bakeneko as Ibuki arrives to take them out as well. But when the last Bakeneko escapes them, Decade destroys it with the two groups as witness. Tsukasa visits Ibuki's school afterwards and talks with Ibuki and Akira about three special scrolls. Meanwhile, after failing to rob Hibiki as he takes his leave, Daiki is forced into becoming Asumu's mentor.
Quest roles:
Kenji Matsuda(Jirou), Toshihiko Seki(Kamen Rider Den-O (voice)), David Itô(Hibiki), Jouji Shibue(Ibuki), Nana Akiyama(Akira Amami), Shingo Kawaguchi(Todoroki), Keikou Sakai(Gyuuki (voice)), Kazuki Koshimizu(Asumu)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
24 May 2009, 08:00
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